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Abstract. Set theory is the common language of mathematics. Therefore, set theory plays an important rôle in many important applications
of automated deduction. In this paper, we present an improved tableau
calculus for the decidable fragment of set theory called multi-level syllogistic with singleton (MLSS). Furthermore, we describe an extension of
our calculus for the bigger fragment consisting of MLSS enriched with
free (uninterpreted) function symbols (MLSSF).

1

Introduction

Set theory is the common language of mathematics. Therefore, set theory plays
an important rôle in many important applications of automated deduction. For
example, some of the most widely used specification languages, namely the Z and
B specification languages, are completely based on set theory. For other languages, sets are at least a very important construct, frequently used in specifications either on the meta-level or as a data structure of the specified programs.
Set theoretic proof obligations occur both as part of proving an implementation
to be sound w.r.t. a specification and as part of immanent reasoning (such as
consistency checks, proving invariants, pre- and post-conditions).
Set theoretic reasoning, i.e., employing special purpose techniques instead of
using the axioms of set theory, is indispensable for automated deduction in real
world domains. Automated deduction tools can, for example, be integrated into
interactive software verification systems and relieve the user from the need to
interactively handle simple set theoretic problems that do not require his or her
intuition but merely a combinatorial search.
In this paper, we present an improved tableau calculus for the decidable fragment of set theory called Multi-level Syllogistic with Singleton (MLSS). Furthermore, we describe an extension of our calculus for the bigger fragment consisting
of MLSS enriched with free (uninterpreted) function symbols (MLSSF).
Multi-level Syllogistic (MLS) consists of quantifier-free formulae built using
the set theoretic predicates membership, equality, set inclusion, the binary functions union, intersection, set difference, and a constant representing the empty
⋆
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set. In the extension MLSS of MLS, n-ary functions {·}n can be used to construct
singletons, pairs, etc.
The expressiveness of MLSS is sufficient for many applications. MLSS formulae can contain variables, which are implicitly universally quantified. The main
restriction is that there is no existential quantification; thus, sentences such as
“there is an infinite set” cannot be formalised within MLSS.
Our calculus for MLSS, which is a sound and complete decision procedure,
is an extension of the tableau-based calculus for MLSS that Cantone described
in [4]. It does not require formulae to be in normal form, whereas Cantone’s
calculus only contains rules for normalised MLSS literals (which are not allowed
to contain complex terms) and relies on a pre-processing transformation for
normalising formulae. The handling of free function symbols in the extended
calculus for MLSSF employs E-unification techniques for reducing the search
space by finding term pairs that, when shown to be equal, close a tableau branch.
Several methods for handling set theory in tableaux or the sequent calculus
(without the restriction to a certain fragment) have been proposed: In [2], Brown
presents a first-order sequent calculus that contains special rules for many set
theoretic symbols. De Nivelle [10] and Pastre [14] introduce sequent calculi for
set theory. Shults [15] describes a tableau calculus with special set theoretic
rules. All these calculi, however, are incomplete (no semi-decision procedures).
Decision and semi-decision procedures for various extensions of MLS have
been described in the literature; these, however, are not based on tableaux but
are highly non-deterministic search procedures and are not suitable for implementation; an overview can be found in [5, 6]. Extensions of MLS that are known
to be decidable include: MLS with powerset and singleton [3, 7], with relational
constructs [9], with unary union [8], and with a choice operator [11].
This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we define the syntax and
semantics of the fragments MLSS and MLSSF of set theory. In Sect. 3, we introduce those parts of our calculus that are not specific for set theoretic formulae.
In Sect. 4, we describe our calculus for the fragment MLSS; and in Sect. 5, we
extend the calculus for handling the fragment MLSSF including free function
symbols. As an example, we present a proof for an MLSSF formula in Sect. 6.
Finally, in Sect. 7, we draw conclusions and discuss future work. Due to space
restrictions, proofs are not included in this paper; they can be found in [12].

2
2.1

Syntax and Semantics
Syntax of MLSS and MLSSF

We handle two classes of set theoretic formulae: The first are formulae in the
fragment multi-level syllogistic with singletons (MLSS); this is the quantifier free
fragment of set theoretic formulae using (a) the set theoretic predicate symbols
< (membership), ≈ (equality), ⊑ (set inclusion), (b) the set theoretic function
symbols ⊓ (intersection), ⊔ (union), \ (set difference), and {·}n with arity n ≥ 1
(singleton, pair, etc.), and (c) the set theoretic constant ∅ (the empty set). As

usual, the binary function and predicate symbols are written in infix notation,
and {·}n is written in circumfix notation.1 The second fragment, called MLSSF,
is the extension of MLSS by free function symbols that have no special set
theoretic interpretation.
In the following, we assume that a fixed signature is given consisting of a set
Var of variables, a set Const of constants, and a set Func of function symbols.
Definition 1. The set of pure set terms is inductively defined by: (1) All variables x ∈ Var, all constants c ∈ Const , and ∅ are pure set terms. (2) If t1 , t2 are
pure set terms, then t1 ⊓ t2 , t1 ⊔ t2 , and t1 \ t2 are pure set terms. (3) For all
n ≥ 1, if t1 , . . . , tn are pure set terms, then {t1 , . . . , tn }n is a pure set term.
The set of set terms is inductively defined by: (1) All pure set terms are set
terms. (2) If f ∈ Func is a function symbol of arity n ≥ 1 and t1 , . . . , tn are set
terms, then f (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a set term.
A set term is called functional if it is of the form f (t1 , . . . , tn ).
Note that functional set terms can contain non-functional set terms (which
are not necessarily pure) and vice versa.
MLSS and MLSSF are built using the logical connectives ∨ (disjunction),
∧ (conjunction), ¬ (negation), and → (implication). Formulae that are identical
up to associativity of ∨ and ∧ are identified.
Definition 2. If t1 , t2 are pure set terms (resp. set terms), then t1 < t2 , t1 ≈ t2 ,
and t1 ⊑ t2 are MLSS (resp. MLSSF) atoms. If p is an MLSS (MLSSF) atom,
then p and ¬p are MLSS ( MLSSF) literals.
The sets of MLSS and MLSSF formulae are inductively defined by: (1) All
MLSS (MLSSF) literals are MLSS (MLSSF) formulae. (2) If φ, ψ are MLSS
(MLSSF) formulae, then ¬φ and φ → ψ are MLSS (MLSSF) formulae. (3) If
φ1 , . . . , φn are MLSS (MLSSF) formulae, then φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn and φ1 ∨ · · · ∨ φn
are MLSS (MLSSF) formulae (n ≥ 2).
To simplify notation, we use the negative versions 6<, 6≈, and 6⊑ of the predicate
symbols <, ≈, and ⊑, where s 6< t is an abbreviation for ¬(s < t), etc.
2.2

Semantics

We use the semantics of set theory (and thus its fragments MLSS and MLSSF)
as it is defined by the ZF axiom system or, equivalently, by the von Neumann
hierarchy (cumulative hierarchy) of sets (see for example [13] for a detailed discussion of the semantics of set theory).
Definition 3. Let Ord denote S
the class of all ordinals. The von Neumann
S hierarchy of sets is defined by V = α∈Ord Vα where (1) V0 = ∅, (2) Vα = β<α Vβ
for each limit ordinal α, and (3) Vα+1 is the powerset of Vα for each ordinal α.
1

To avoid confusion we use the non-standard symbols <, ≈, ⊑, ⊓, ⊔, ∅ on the object
level and the standard symbols ∈, =, ⊂, ∩, ∪, ∅ on the meta level.

We only define the semantics of the fragment MLSSF; the semantics of MLSS
is the same as that of MLSSF for the case of an empty set of function symbols.
Definition 4. A set structure M = hD, Ii consists of a domain D and an
interpretation I with the following properties: The elements of D are sets in the
von Neumann hierarchy; D is closed under the set operations ∩, ∪, \, and {·}n
(n ≥ 1), and it contains the empty set; I interprets (1) each constant symbol
c ∈ Const by an element of D, (2) each function symbol f ∈ Func of arity n by a
function Dn → D, (3) the constant ∅ by the empty set, (4) the predicate symbols
by their canonical interpretations, i.e., < by ∈, ≈ by the identity relation, and
⊑ by ⊆, (5) the set theoretic function symbols by their canonical interpretations,
i.e., ⊔ by ∪, ⊓ by ∩, \ by \, and {·}n by {·}n (n ≥ 1).
Definition 5. Given a set structure M = hD, Ii, a variable assignment is a
mapping µ : Var → D from the set of variables to the domain D. The combination of M and a variable assignment µ associates (by structural recursion) with
each set term t an element val M,µ (t) of D; and it associates with each MLSSF
formula φ either true or false. A formula φ is true in M (and M is a model
of φ) if, for all variable assignments µ, val M,µ (φ) = true; else φ is false in M .
Definition 6. An MLSSF formula φ is satisfiable if there is a set structure M
such that φ is true in M ; φ is valid if it is true in all set structures.

3

Tableaux for Quantifier-free Formulae

In this section, we introduce those parts of our calculus that are not specific for
set theory. In particular, we define the expansion rules for logical connectives.
The non-literal MLSS and MLSSF formulae are divided into two classes:
α for formulae of conjunctive type and β for formulae of disjunctive type. In
the left part of Table 1, the expansion rules for α- and β-formulae are given
schematically. Premisses and conclusions are separated by a horizontal bar, while
vertical bars in the conclusion denote different extensions. The tableau expansion
rule corresponding to a formula φ is obtained by looking up the formula type
of φ in the right part of Table 1 and instantiating the matching rule schema. The
formulae in an extension are implicitly conjunctively connected, and different
extensions are implicitly disjunctively connected. We use n-ary α- and β-rules,
i.e., when the β-rule is applied to a formula ψ = φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn , then ψ is broken
up into n subformulae (instead of splitting it into two formulae φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φr and
φr+1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn ).
Below, tableaux and tableau proofs are defined in general; which expansion
rules (besides those for the logical connectives) and which closure rules are to
be used is described in the following sections.
Definition 7. An MLSS tableau (an MLSSF tableau) is a finitely branching tree whose nodes are MLSS formulae (MLSSF formulae). A branch in a
tableau T is a maximal path in T (where no confusion can arise, a branch is
often identified with the set of formulae it contains).

Table 1. Rule schemata for α- and β-formulae, and correspondence between non-literal
formulae and rule types.
α
α1
..
.
αn

β
β1 · · · βn

α
α1 , . . . , αn
β
β1 , . . . , βn
φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn
φ1 , . . . , φ n
φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn
φ1 , . . . , φ n
¬(φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn ) ¬φ1 , . . . , ¬φn ¬(φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn ) ¬φ1 , . . . , ¬φn
¬(φ → ψ)
φ, ¬ψ
φ→ψ
¬φ, ψ
¬¬φ
φ

Given an MLSS (MLSSF) formula φ and a set of tableau expansion rules, the
tableaux for φ are (recursively) defined by: (1) The tree consisting of a single node
labelled with φ is a tableau for φ (initialisation rule). (2) Let T be a tableau for φ,
B a branch of T , and let the premiss of one of the expansion rules occur on B. If
the tree T ′ is constructed by extending B by as many new linear subtrees as the
tableau expansion rule has extensions, where the nodes of the new subtrees are
labelled with the formulae in the extensions, then T ′ is a tableau for φ (expansion
rule).
Since the free variables in quantifier-free formulae are implicitly universally
quantified, a formula φ(x) is valid if and only if a Skolemisation ¬φ(c) of its
negation is unsatisfiable. Thus, free variables can be eliminated, and a tableau
calculus for formulae without free variables is sufficient for checking the validity
of a given formula φ.
Definition 8. Given an MLSSF formula φ(x1 , . . . , xn ), where x1 , . . . , xn are
the (free) variables in φ (n ≥ 0), a formula φ(c1 , . . . , cn ) is a Skolemisation of φ
if c1 , . . . , cn are constants that do not occur in φ(x1 , . . . , xn ).
Definition 9. A tableau T is a tableau proof for an MLSS/MLSSF formula φ,
if (1) T is a tableau for a Skolemisation of ¬φ (Def. 8), and (2) all branches
of T are closed (Def. 11).

4

A Tableau Calculus for MLSS

In this section, we present tableau expansion rules that—in combination with
the expansion rules for the logical connectives—represent a sound and complete
calculus for MLSS, i.e., for formulae built using only pure set literals. It can
easily be turned into a decision procedure (see Sect. 4.5).
Since the (negation of) the formula to be proven is first Skolemised and is
then split into literals using the rules for logical connectives, it is sufficient to
define expansion rules for handling pure, variable free set literals.
4.1

Expansion Rules for Splitting Complex Set Terms

The first group of expansion rules applies simple set theoretic lemmata such as
“if s ∈ t1 ∪ t2 then s ∈ t1 or s ∈ t2 ” to (a) eliminate literals containing the

set inclusion predicate ⊑ and replace them with (in-)equalities, and to (b) split
complex terms on the right side of the membership predicate < into their constituents. These rules can be described using the α- and β-rule schemata (left
part of Table 1); the formula and rule types are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Rule types for splitting complex set terms.
Name
α
α1 , . . . , αn
(R1)
s⊑t
s≈s⊓t
(R2)
s 6⊑ t
s 6≈ s ⊓ t
(R3)
s < t1 ⊓ t2
s < t1 , s < t2
(R4)
s < t1 \ t2
s < t1 , s 6< t2
(R5)
s 6< t1 ⊔ t2
s 6< t1 , s 6< t2
(R6) s 6< {t1 , . . . , tn }n s 6≈ t1 , . . . , s 6≈ tn

4.2

Name
β
β1 , . . . , βn
(R7)
s < t1 ⊔ t2
s < t1 , s < t2
(R8)
s 6< t1 ⊓ t2
s 6< t1 , s 6< t2
(R9)
s 6< t1 \ t2
s 6< t1 , s < t2
(R10) s < {t1 , . . . , tn }n s ≈ t1 , . . . , s ≈ tn

Expansion Rules for Handling Equality and Inequality

There are three types of special rules for handling the equality and inequality
of sets. First, there are two rules ((EQ1) and (EQ2) in Table 3) that allow to
“apply” an equality t1 ≈ t2 to other literals in a very restricted way: an equality
can only be applied at the top level and only to the right side of an atom whose
predicate symbol is <. That is, an equality can only be applied to derive one of
the atoms s < t1 and s < t2 from the other one. This restriction is important,
because the possibility to apply equalities arbitrarily to other literals would lead
to a much larger search space.
Second, it is possible to derive s1 6≈ s2 from s1 < t and s2 6< t (rule (R11) in
Table 3). This rule is based on the fact that two objects are different if one of
them is an element of some set and the other is not.
Third, the opposite of the above holds as well: if two sets t1 and t2 are
different, then one of them contains an element c that is not element of the
other set. Unfortunately, this leads to a branching rule (rule (R12) in Table 3),
because c can be an element of t1 (and not of t2 ) or of t2 (and not of t1 ). A new
constant has to be introduced representing the unknown element c.
Table 3. Rules for handling equality and inequality, and the restricted cut rule.
t1 ≈ t2
s < t1
s < t2
(EQ1)

t1 ≈ t2
s < t2
s < t1
(EQ2)

s1 < t
s2 6< t
s1 6≈ s2

t1 6≈ t2
c < t1 c 6< t1
c 6< t2 c < t2

(R11)

where c is a constant
new to the tableau
(R12)

s < t s 6< t
where s resp. {. . . , s, . . .}
and t resp. {. . . , t, . . .} are
top-level terms on the branch
(Cut)

4.3

The Cut Rule

The cut rule (Table 3) may be applied to extend a tableau branch B using as cut
formula atoms s < t where the set terms s and t occur (a) as top-level arguments
of a literal on B, or (b) as arguments on the second level if the top-level function
symbol is {·}n . In practice the cut rule is rarely needed to find a proof; it is, for
example, needed to detect implicit membership cycles on a branch; see Sect. 4.4.
Example 10. If t1 < {t2 , (t3 ⊓t4 )} and t5 ⊓t6 ≈ t7 are literals on the branch, then
t1 , t2 , (t3 ⊓ t4 ), (t5 ⊓ t6 ), t7 may be used in a cut rule application and t3 , t4 , t5 , t6
may not be used.
4.4

The Closure Rules

Tableau expansion rules add formulae to a tableau branch being true in all set
structures that are models of the expanded branch; the purpose of closure rules
is to detect inconsistencies, i.e., formulae on a branch that are false in all set
structures. There are four types of inconsistencies that have to be considered:
(1) In no set structure both a formula φ and its complement ¬φ are true; thus,
a pair φ, ¬φ is inconsistent (for completeness it is sufficient to only consider
complementary literals). (2) No object is an element of the empty set; therefore,
a literal of the form t < ∅ is inconsistent. (3) As no object is different from itself,
literals of the form t 6≈ t are inconsistent. (4) The existence of a membership
cycle, i.e., of sets u1 , . . . , uk such that ui ∈ ui+1 (1 ≤ i < k) and uk ∈ u1 , would
contradict the Axiom of Foundation. In fact, there are by construction no sets
in the von Neumann hierarchy that form a membership cycle. Thus, literals
defining a membership cycle are inconsistent; in particular, t < t is inconsistent.
Definition 11. A tableau branch B is closed if it contains (1) a complementary
pair φ and ¬φ of literals, (2) a literal of the form t < ∅, (3) a literal of the form
t 6≈ t, or (4) for some k ≥ 1, literals ti < ti+1 (1 ≤ i < k) and tk < t1 .
4.5

Soundness, Completeness, Termination

The calculus for MLSS described in the previous sections is sound and complete:
Theorem 12. An MLSS formula φ is valid iff there is a tableau proof for φ
using the expansion rules from Tables 1–3 and the closure rule from Def. 11.
Without further restrictions, the calculus is not a decision procedure. The
rule for inequalities ((R12) in Table 3) introduces new constants, and the cut
rule can—in connection with rule (R11)—construct new inequalities from the
new constants; the interaction of these rules can lead to infinite branches.
Fortunately, the calculus can easily be turned into a decision procedure, observing the fact that chains c1 , c2 , . . . where ci is derived applying the inequality
rule (R12) to an inequality that contains the constant ci−1 cannot be infinite;
their length is bounded by the number of (sub-)terms in the initial tableau:

Definition 13. The rank rank (s) of a set term s in a tableau for an MLSS
formula φ that has been constructed using the expansion rules from Tables 1–3
and the closure rule from Def. 11 is defined as follows: If s occurs in φ or has
been generated by an application of rules (R1) and (R2), then rank (s) = 0;
otherwise, i.e., if s is a constant that has been introduced by applying rule (R12)
to an inequality t1 6≈ t2 , then its rank is rank (s) = 1 + max{rank(t1 ), rank (t2 )}.
Definition 14. A tableau T for an MLSS formula φ is exhausted, if no tableau
expansion rule can be applied to T without either adding a constant whose rank
is greater than the number of (sub-)terms in the root node of T or adding only
formulae to a branch B that already occur on B.
Theorem 15. There is an exhausted tableau for an MLSS formula φ if and only
if φ is satisfiable.
Thus, if a tableau for the Skolemisation of the negation of an MLSS formula φ
is constructed in a fair way (i.e., all possible rule applications are executed sooner
or later), then the construction will terminate after a finite number of steps with
a tableau that is (a) closed, in which case φ is valid, or (b) exhausted, in which
case φ is not valid.
4.6

Restricting the Search Space

Although it is finite, the search space for a tableau proof is large because of the
indeterminism of the cut rule, and because the number of new constants that
can be introduced is exponential in the size of the formula to be proven.
Fortunately, it is possible to impose a strong restriction on cut rule applications, which at the same time restricts the number of new constants that
are introduced, because a constant ck of rank k can only be deduced from a
constant ck−1 of rank k − 1 after the cut rule has been applied to a literal containing ck−1 . The idea is to apply all rules except the cut rule until no further
applications are possible, and then to construct a realisation of open branches.
The realisation of a branch B approximates a model for B (if the branch is satisfiable); it satisfies at least all literals of the form t1 < t2 on B. If the realisation
does not satisfy all the other literals on B as well, it can be used to find cut rule
applications that are (at least potentially) useful.
The switching between the expansion of tableau branches and the construction of possible models, and the way in which we construct models are similar
to the method Cantone describes in [4].
Definition 16. Let T be a tableau for an MLSS formula φ, and let B be a
branch of T . Then, G is the set of all (sub-)terms occurring in φ; V is the set
of all terms t ∈ G such that t < s occurs on B and of all constants in φ; T is
the set of all constants on B that are not in V ; ∼ is the equivalence relation on
G ∪ T induced by the equalities on B; T ′ is the set of all c ∈ T such that c 6∼ s
for all s ∈ G; V ′ is the set (V ∪ T ) \ T ′ ; uc is, for each c ∈ T ′ , an element of V
different from all uc′ for c 6= c′ .

Note, that T ′ contains the new constants that have been introduced by applying the inequality rule (R12) and that are not equal to other terms (w.r.t.
the equalities on the branch). The interpretation of these constants has to be
different from the interpretation of all other terms, whereas different terms in V ′
may have the same interpretation.
Definition 17. Let B be a branch of a tableau for an MLSS formula φ, and let
t be a set term on B. Then the set P (t) of implicit predecessors of t is defined by:
(1) P (∅) = ∅; (2) P (c) = {s ∈ V ∪ T | s < c on B} if c ∈ Const ; (3) P (t1 ⊔t2 ) =
P (t1 )∪P (t2 ); (4) P (t1 ⊓ t2 ) = P (t1 ) ∩ P (t2 ); (5) P (t1 \ t2 ) = P (t1 ) \ P (t2 ); and
(6) P ({t1 , . . . , tn }n ) = {s ∈ V ∪ T | s < {t1 , . . . , tn }n on B} ∪ {t1 , . . . , tn }.
The sets of implicit predecessors can be used to detect implicit membership
cycles. If, for example, s ∈ P (t), t ∈ P (s) for some terms s, t, then the branch
can be closed, and it is not necessary to apply expansion rules (especially the
cut rule) to make the cycle explicit. Thus, using the predecessor sets we can add
another closure rule:
Definition 18. A tableau branch B is closed if it is (a) closed according to
Def. 11 or (b) its sets of implicit predecessors contain a cycle, i.e., there are
(sub-)terms t1 , . . . , tn on B such that t1 ∈ P (t2 ), . . . , tn−1 ∈ P (tn ), tn ∈ P (t1 ).
The set P (t) of implicit predecessors contains those terms denoting elements
of t whose membership can be deduced from literals on B of the form s < a (where
a ∈ Const ) and applying the definition of the set operators. The realisation of a
branch goes beyond that: it is a partial definition of a set interpretation (different
terms may be interpreted by the same set).
Definition 19. Let B be a branch of a tableau for an MLSS formula φ, and let
t be a set term on B. If B is not closed (Def. 18), then the realisation R of B is
defined by:2 (1) R(t) = ∅ if t = ∅, (2) R(t) = {R(s) | s ∈ P (t)} ∪ {ut } if t ∈ T ′ ,
and (3) R(t) = {R(s) | s ∈ P (t)} otherwise.
The realisation can be effectively computed and can be used to restrict the
application of the cut rule: provided B is exhausted w.r.t. all other expansion
rules, the cut rule has only to be applied to terms occurring in literals which are
not satisfied by the realisation of B (if there is no such literal, then B is satisfiable
and we are done). If, for example, t1 6< t2 occurs on B but R(t1 ) ∈ R(t2 ), then
there has to be a term s such that (a) R(s) = R(t1 ), i.e., the realisation of s is
the same as that of t1 , and (b) s is an implicit member of t2 , i.e., s ∈ P (t2 )—but
that membership is not (yet) made explicit on the branch (there is no literal
s < t2 on B). In that case, the cut rule is applied to the literal s < t2 .
Now everything is at hand to define the restricted version of the cut rule:
2

One has to make sure that the uc ’s are different from R(t) for all terms t; it is always
possible to choose such uc ’s.

Definition 20. The restricted cut rule (Cut’) is identical to rule (Cut) in Table 3 with the exception that (1) it may only be applied to extend a tableau
branch B that is not closed (Def. 18) and is exhausted w.r.t. all other expansion
rules; and (2) it may only be applied to a cut formula s < t satisfying one of the
following conditions
– t ≈ t′ is on B, R(t) 6= R(t′ ), and (a) s ∈ P (t), s ∈
/ P (t′ ), s 6< t is not on B,
′
′
or (b) s ∈ P (t ), s ∈
/ P (t), and s < t is not on B;
– t 6≈ t′ , c 6< t, and c < t′ are on B (for some constant c), R(t) = R(t′ ),
R(s) = R(c), s ∈ P (t), s ∈
/ P (t′ ), and s < t is not on B;
′
′
– t 6< t is on B, R(t ) ∈ R(t), R(s) = R(t′ ), s ∈ P (t), and s < t is not on B.
Using the restricted version of the cut rule preserves completeness:
Theorem 21. An MLSS formula φ is valid if and only if there is a tableau proof
for φ using the expansion rules from Tables 1–3 with the restriction of the cut
rule according to Def. 20, and the closure rule from Def. 18.
4.7

A Comparison with Cantone’s Calculus

The calculus for MLSS described in the previous sections is similar to that
presented by Cantone in [4]. The main difference is that Cantone’s calculus is
restricted to normalised literals, i.e., literals not containing complex set terms:
Definition 22. A set literal φ is normalised iff it is of the form a < b, a 6< b,
a ≈ b, a 6≈ b, a ≈ b ⊔ c, a ≈ b ⊓ c, a ≈ b \ c, or a ≈ {b1 , . . . , bn }n (n ≥ 1), where
a, b, c and b1 , . . . , bn are constants.
There is a satisfiability preserving transformation of any finite set Γ of set
literals into a set of normalised set literals by introducing new constants for
complex set terms. For example, a < (b ⊓ b′ ) is replaced by c ≈ (b ⊓ b′ ) and
a < c where c is a new constant. The overhead for computing the transformation
is negligible, because its complexity is polynomial in the size of the set to be
transformed. However, the introduction of new constants leads to a much bigger
search space, even more so as all these new constants occur in equalities.
Our rules (R7), (R3), (R4), and (R10) are—in combination with rules (EQ1)
and (EQ2) extensions for handling literals with complex set terms of the corresponding rules in Cantone’s calculus. For example, our rule (R3), that allows
to derive a < b and a < b′ from a < (b ⊓ b′ ), corresponds to Cantone’s rule that
allows to derive a < b and a < b′ from c ≈ (b ⊓ b′ ) and a < c (for all a, b, c).
There are no rules in Cantone’s calculus corresponding to our rules (R5),
(R8), and (R9) for literals expressing negated membership. Consider the three
literals φ = c 6< (b1 ⊔ b2 ) \ b3 , ψ1 = c < b1 , and ψ2 = c 6< b3 , whose conjunction is
inconsistent. To close a branch containing these literals, our rules (R9) and (R5)
are applied to split the literal φ and derive that one of ¬ψ1 and ¬ψ2 holds,
thus closing the two resulting sub-branches. Since no rules for splitting φ exist
in Cantone’s calculus, instead rules for positive membership literals have to be

used to derive ¬φ from ψ1 and ψ2 : first, φ has to be normalised, the result are the
literals c 6< d1 , d1 ≈ d2 \ b3 , and d2 ≈ b1 ⊔ b2 where d1 abbreviates (b1 ⊔ b2 ) \ b3
and d2 abbreviates b1 ⊔ b2 . Then, with two rule applications, c < d2 and c < d1
are derived. The latter literal can be used to close the branch; it corresponds to
the non-normalised literal ¬φ.
The need (and possibility) to derive more complex terms from simpler ones
leads to a larger search space. Our rules, that split complex terms into simpler
ones, are more goal directed.

5
5.1

A Tableau Calculus for MLSSF
A Simple Extension of MLSS

To extend the calculus described in the previous sections from MLSS to MLSSF,
it suffices to (a) relax the restrictions on the equality rules ((EQ1’) and (EQ2’)
in Table 4), and (b) add a cut rule that uses equalities as cut formulae ((Cut’) in
Table 4). The new rules only need to be applied to functional set terms. Nonfunctional terms, even if they are not pure, can be handled by the MLSS rules.
The result of using these additional rules is a sound and complete calculus for
MLSSF; it is, however, not a decision procedure.
Table 4. Additional expansion rules for MLSSF.
s≈t
φ[s]
φ[t]

t≈s
φ[s]
φ[t]

where the occurrence of s in φ
is inside a functional term
(EQ1’)
(EQ2’)

t1 ≈ t2 t1 6≈ t2
where t1 , t2 occur on the branch
and at least one is a functional term
(Cut’)

Theorem 23. An MLSSF formula φ is valid iff there is a tableau proof for φ
using the expansion rules from Tables 1–4, and the closure rule from Def. 11.
5.2

Using Rigid E-Unification to Restrict the Equality Cut Rule

The additional rules for MLSSF introduced in the previous section are highly
non-deterministic. In this section, we describe an expansion rule for MLSSF that
is much more goal-directed and leads to a smaller search space. It is based on
the concept of rigid E-unification.
Definition 24. A rigid E-unification problem hE, s, ti consists of a finite set E
of equalities and terms s and t; the equalities in E and the terms s and t may
contain free variables (and may have variables in common). A substitution σ is
a solution to the problem iff Eσ |= (sσ ≈ tσ) where the free variables in Eσ are
“held rigid”, i.e., treated as constants.

The problem of deciding whether a given rigid E-unification problem has a
solution is decidable (it is NP-complete). In general, the number of solutions is
infinite. An overview of methods for rigid E-unification can be found in [1].
The basic idea is to use rigid E-unification for handling the functional part of
formulae on a branch and to use the tableau rules for handling the non-functional
(i.e. set theoretic) part. The additional tableau rule we describe in the following
forms the connecting link between the two parts.
Consider, for example, a branch B containing the two literals f (a) ≈ b and
g(f (a ⊓ (b ⊔ a))) < g(b). They are inconsistent, because a ∩ (b ∪ a) = a and, thus,
g(f (a∩(b∪a))) = g(f (a)) = g(b); this implies g(b) ∈ g(b), which is a membership
cycle. To close the branch, one first has to find out what the important set
theoretic identities are that have to be proven3, in this case a ∩ (b ∪ a) = a. It is
impossible to do this using only heuristics; here, for example, it is futile to try
to show that a ∩ (b ∪ a) = b.
The question of which set theoretic identities have to be proven to close the
branch is transformed into rigid E-unification problems as follows: for each pair
s, t of terms that, if they were identical would allow to close the branch (e.g. if
s 6≈ t is on B), one rigid E-unification problem is generated. In s and t all maximal non-functional sub-terms are replaced by (new) variables; the resulting terms
tx and sx and the equalities on the branch form a rigid E-unification problem.
Each solution to the problem corresponds to identities between non-functional
sub-terms that, when proven, allow to close the branch. The corresponding inequalities are (disjunctively connected) added to the branch.
Definition 25. Given a set L of set literals, the set Lx is constructed by replacing all non-functional (sub-)terms t in L by a new variable xt . Let the substitution τL be defined by: τ (xt ) = t for all terms t in L that have been replaced (i.e.,
τL is the inverse of the transformation that turns L into Lx : τ (Lx ) = L).
Example 26. If L = {(a ⊓ c) ⊔ b ≈ c, f (c) < g(a ⊓ c, f (d \ e))}, then the result of
the transformation is Lx = {x1 ≈ x2 , f (x2 ) < g(x3 , f (x4 ))}.
Definition 27. The rigid E-unification expansion rule (EU) is defined as follows: Let B be a branch in a tableau for an MLSSF formula, and let LB be
the set of all literals on B of the form t1 ≈ t2 , t1 < t2 , or t1 6< t2 . Let
x
EB
be the set of all equalities in LxB . Further let µ = {x1 ← r1 , . . . , xn ← rn }
x
(n ≥ 1) be a solution to (1) a rigid E-unification problem hEB
, hs1 , t1 i, hs2 , t2 ii
x
such that s1 < t1 and s2 6< t2 are in LB or (2) a rigid E-unification problem
x
hEB
, ht1 , . . . , tn i, ht′1 , . . . , t′n ii such that literals t1 < t′2 , . . . , tn−1 < t′n , and tn < t′1
in LxB form a potential membership cycle. Then B may be extended by n new
linear subtrees where the nodes of the new subtrees are labelled with the literals
τLB (x1 ) 6≈ τLB (r1 ), . . . , τLB (xn ) 6≈ τLB (rn ).
Example 28. We continue the example from the beginning of this section and
apply the rule (EU) to show that a branch containing the literals f (a) ≈ b and
3

An identity is proven by using it as a cut formula; after the branch that contains its
negation has been closed, it is available on the remaining open branch.

g(f (a ⊓ (b ⊔ a))) < g(b) is inconsistent. The only rigid E-unification problem that
can be extracted from these literals is h{f (xa ) ≈ xb }, g(f (xa⊓(b⊔a) )), g(xb )i. Its
simplest solution is the substitution {xa ← xa⊓(b⊔a) }. Thus, the rule (EU) allows
to add a 6≈ a ⊓ (b ⊔ a) to the branch. The complete proof is shown in Fig. 1.

f (a) ≈ b
g(f (a ⊓ (b ⊔ a))) < g(b)
a 6≈ a ⊓ (b ⊔ a)
c <a
c 6< a ⊓ (b ⊔ a)
c 6< a
∗

c 6< b
c 6< a
∗

c 6< a
c < a ⊓ (b ⊔ a)
c <a
c <b ⊔ a
∗

Fig. 1. A tableau proof using the rule (EU) (Example 28).

It is not necessary to consider rigid E-unification problems constructed from
inequalities s 6≈ t because, when rule (R11) has been applied, LxB contains literals
xc < s, xc 6< t or xc 6< s, xc < t.
The (EU) expansion rule partly overlaps with other expansion rules. It allows, for example, to derive s1 6≈ s2 from s1 < t and s2 6< t if s1 and s2 are
non-functional set terms. This is also possible applying the rule (R11).
Theorem 29. An MLSSF formula φ is valid if and only if there is a tableau
proof for φ using the expansion rules from Tables 1–4, the rule (EU) (Def. 27),
and the closure rule from Def. 11.
The rule (EU) is sound and helps to reduce the search space; we conjecture that completeness is preserved if the rules (EQ1’), (EQ2’), and (Cut’) are
replaced by (EU), but have not proven this yet.
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An Example

As an example, we proof that the MLSSF formula


φ = x < [(f (x) \ f (x ⊔ (y ⊓ x))) ⊔ z ⊔ w] ∧ w ⊔ y < x → x < z
is valid; it contains the free function symbol f . Intuitively, the reason for the
validity of φ is the following: We assume that x is an element of (at least) one of
the three sets u = f (x) \ f (x ∪ (y ∩ x)), z, and w, and that w ∪ y is an element
of x. Now, the set u cannot contain x, because x = (x ∪ (y ∩ x)) and therefore
u is empty for all interpretations of f ; the set w cannot contain x, otherwise
there would be a membership cycle x ∈ (w ∪ y) ∈ x. Therefore, z contains x.

Figure 2 shows a tableau proof for φ. Its root is labelled
with the Skolemi
sation ¬ a < [(f (a) \ f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a))) ⊔ d ⊔ e] ∧ e ⊔ b < a → a < d of ¬φ. The
i-th formula in the tableau is labelled with [i; j; R], which indicates that it has
been derived from the j-th formula applying the expansion rule R.
Formula 9 is derived from formulae 7 and 8 applying the E-unification rule.
A solution to the E-unification problem h∅, hxa , xa i, hf (xa ), f (xa⊔(b⊓a) )ii, which
is constructed from 7 and 8, is the substitution {xa ← xa⊔(b⊓a) }. Accordingly,
the inequality a 6≈ a ⊔ (b ⊓ a) is added to the branch.
The branch ending in formula 21 is closed by the membership cycle e ⊔ b < a
and a < e ⊔ b (formulae 2 and 21). All other branches are closed by complementary literals; their leaves are labelled with the numbers of the closing literals.
If the closure rule that uses the sets of implicit predecessors to detect implicit
membership cycles is used (Def. 18), the cut rule application that generates
formulae 22 and 23 is not needed. Instead, the branch ending in the literal 21 is
already closed; it contains an implicit cycle because a < e implies a < e ⊔ b (this
cycle is made explicit by the cut rule application).
Implicit cycles can be detected by calculating the predecessor relation for the
branch. The set of possible predecessors for the branch ending in formula 21 is
{a, b, d, e, f (a), f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a)), (e ⊔ b)}. The predecessor sets of the constants are
P (a) = {e ⊔ b}, P (b) = ∅, P (d) = ∅, and P (e) = {a}. The predecessor set of e ⊔ b
is P (e ⊔ b) = P (e) ∪ P (b) = {a}. Thus, we have a ∈ P (e ⊔ b) and e ⊔ b ∈ P (a),
which indicates the presence of an implicit membership cycle.

[0;–;Init]



¬

[1;0;α]

[5;3;R7]



a < [f (a) \ f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a))] ⊔ d ⊔ e ∧ e ⊔ b < a → a < d



a < [(f (a) \ f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a))) ⊔ d ⊔ e] ∧ e ⊔ b < a
[2;0;α] a 6< d
[3;1;α] a < [(f (a) \ f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a))) ⊔ d ⊔ e]
[4;1;α] e ⊔ b < a

a < f (a) \ f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a))

[6;3;R7]

a <d ⊔ e

a <d
[21;6;R7] a < e
∗[10, 2]
[22;–;Cut] a < e ⊔ b
[23;–;Cut] a 6< e ⊔ b
[9;(7,8);EU] a 6≈ a ⊔ (b ⊓ a)
∗[Cycle]
[24;23;R5] a 6< e
[10;9;R12] c1 < a
[12;9;R12] c1 6< a
[25;23;R5] a 6< b
[11;9;R12] c1 6< a ⊔ (b ⊓ a)
[13;9;R12] c1 < a ⊔ (b ⊓ a)
∗[24, 21]
a < f (a)
a 6< f (a ⊔ (b ⊓ a))

[7;5;R4]

[8;5;R4]

c1 6< a
c1 6< b ⊓ a
∗[14, 10]

[14;11;R5]
[15;11;R5]

[16;13;R7]

c1 < a
∗[16, 12]

[20;6;R7]

[17;13;R7]

c1 < b ⊓ a

[18;17;R3]
[19;17;R3]

c1 < b
c1 < a
∗[19, 12]

Fig. 2. Tableau proof for the formula φ from Sect. 6.
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Conclusion

We have presented an improved tableau calculus for the fragment MLSS of set
theory that extends the calculus described in [4]. Our tableau expansion rules
are more goal-directed; this leads to a smaller search space, which is important
for the efficiency of an implementation. Our calculus is a sound and complete
decision procedure for MLSS. In addition, we have described a version of the
calculus for the larger fragment MLSSF (MLSS with free function symbols); and
we have shown how to use a special tableau rule based on rigid E-unification to
reduce the search space in the case of MLSSF.
Future work includes, besides an implementation and practical evaluation of
our calculus, its extension to larger (and undecidable) fragments that (a) contain
additional set theoretic operators such as, for example, the power set operator,
and that (b) allow existential quantification of variables.
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